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Warnings:
The MINDY A01 control unit has been designed for the control of a sin-
gle-phase asynchronous motor used for the automation of shutters,
overhead garage doors, gates, rolling shutters or awnings. Any other use
is improper and prohibited.

The motors must be equipped with electromechanical limit switches
designed to limit their movement. Keep in mind that these automation
systems must be installed by qualified personnel in compliance with cur-
rent laws and regulations.

The Mindy A01 control unit enables the control of single-phase asyn-
chronous motors powered by the electrical mains, with “COMMON”
“OPEN” “CLOSE” type connections. It is designed for the automa-
tion of shutters, overhead garage doors, gates, rolling shutters or
awnings. The control unit incorporates a radio receiver operating at
a frequency of 433.92 MHz, which is compatible with the following
types of transmitters:

As the type of coding is different, the first transmitter memorized also
determines the type of transmitters that may be memorized later.
Up to 254 transmitters can be memorized. 
After each command, the motor is powered for the “working time”
(max 120 seconds) programmed during the installation stage.
An electric limit switch incorporated in the motor or automation sys-
tem stops the movement when the desired position is reached. The
control unit is equipped with a number of inputs used to activate
commands such as “step-by-step”, “open”, “close”, as well as sig-
nals for the triggering of security devices such as photocells or stop
commands. The control unit can be connected to TTBUS systems.
Management of the radio codes is facilitated by the use of the SMU
programming unit.

1) Product description

2) Installation

The electrical systems and the automations must be
installed by qualified and experienced personnel in com-
pliance with current legislation. Before you proceed to
make any connections make sure that the mains power
supply is disconnected.

To proceed with the installation, secure the container as shown in fig-
ure 1.
When you drill a hole in the container for installation and wiring, take
the necessary precautions to guarantee the required IP protection
class. The wires must always be threaded from below.

A Line fuse (5A)
B “close” relay
C “open” relay
D low voltage transformer
E microprocessor
F connector for SMU programmer
G programming dip-switch
H “radio” LED
I “radio” pushbutton
L inputs LED
M terminal for radio aerial
N “step by step” pushbutton
O low voltage input terminals
P line and motor connection terminals

FLO FLO1  -  FLO2  -  FLO4  
VERY VE

FLOR

FLO1R  -  FLO2R  -  FLO4R  
VERY VR  
ERGO1  -  ERGO4  -  ERGO6
PLANO1  -  PLANO4  -  PLANO6

SMILO SM2  -  SM4

Table “A1” Transmitters
Table “A1”

Coding TX Line Transmitters
FLO FLO FLO1, FLO2, FLO4

VERY VERY VE
NICE WAY WM080G, WM240C (code C)

FLOR FLOR FLO1R, FLO2R, FLO4R
VERY VERY VR
ERGO ERGO1, ERGO4, ERGO6
PLANO PLANO1, PLANO4, PLANO6, PLANOTIME
NICE WAY THE ENTIRE LINE: WM080G, WM240C (code A or B)
NICE ERA THE ENTIRE LINE: ONE, INTI

SMILO SMILO SM2, SM4
NICE WAY WM080G, WM240C (code D)
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2.1.) Electrical connections

Warning: carefully follow all the connection instruc-
tions. If you have any doubts do not make experiments but
consult the relevant technical specifications sheets which
are also available on the web site www.niceforyou.com. 

An incorrect connection may cause serious damage to the
control unit. Do not connect multiple motors in parallel
unless specifically required by the type of motor; if neces-
sary, use the appropriate expansion cards. 

2.1.2) Description of the connections

Terminals Function Description
1-2-3-4 Motor = motor control output (close, common, open, earth) 
5-6-7 Power supply = mains power supply line (earth, phase, neutral)
8-9 24Vdc = 24Vdc output (services) max 50mA
10 Security devices = input for security devices (STOP / PHOTOCELL)
11 Step-by-step/Bus = input for cyclic command (open-stop-close-stop) or TTBUS connection
12 Close = input for closing command
13-14 Aerial = radio receiver aerial input

2.1.1) Wiring diagram

2.1.3) Notes regarding connections  

The control unit features two low voltage (24Vdc) supply terminals
(8-9) for the services (photocell). Three additional terminals (10-11-
12) are designated for the command and/or security inputs; as for
the latter, the 0 volt terminal (8) is the common one. Some of these
inputs have functions that depend on the programmed settings.

SECURITY DEVICES input
This input is designed for connection of the security devices. The
input can be used with normally closed (NC) as well as normally
open (NO) contacts or constant resistance contacts (8.2KΩ). To set
dip-switches 3-4 based on the type of input used, refer to the “Pro-
grammable Functions” chapter. The LED by the input will light up to
signal that the movement is enabled.

STEP-BY-STEP input 
Each command on this input activates the open – stop – close –
stop -….. sequence. In this mode, if the command is maintained for
over 3 seconds (but less than 10), an opening manoeuvre will always
be activated, if it is maintained for over 10 seconds, a closing
manoeuvre will always be activated.

This function can be used to “synchronize” multiple control units,
commanded in parallel, in the same direction regardless of their cur-
rent status.

This input can be programmed as “open” (dip sw 2 ON ).
In this case, each command carries out the open - stop - close -
stop - ... sequence.

The step-by-step input is also the TTBUS communication input.
The “TTBUS” is a bus that has been developed for the management
of control units for awnings, rolling shutters and motors with preset
control unit. This Bus enables separate control of up to 100 control
units by connecting them in parallel using only 2 wires. For further
information, see the operating instructions for the remote controls via
“TTBUS”.

CLOSE input
A command on this input always activates the close - stop - open -
stop... sequence. This input is also used to activate automatic re-
closing (with timed clock).
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1. Press and hold down the T1 key on the control unit to start the motor

2. After holding down the T1 key for 5 seconds, start to memorize the time of the manoeuvre
5s

3. When you release the T1 key the motor will stop and the new working time will be
programmed

Note: If you wish to modify the working time, repeat the above procedure starting from step 1

The working time should be programmed to last a few seconds more than is strictly necessary for the completion of the manoeuvre.

Table “A2” Programming the working time Example

3) Programming

The control unit allows you to program the parameters and select the functions that are described below.

3.1) Programming the working time

The motor’s working time can be programmed from a minimum of 5
seconds to a maximum of 120 seconds (factory setting or after total
memory erasure). Once the working time has been programmed,

each command will activate the motor for the programmed length of
time. To proceed with the programming process, follow the steps in
the table below.

Switch 1 Off = SECURITY DEVICES input as “STOP” (short reversal and stopping of manoeuvre)
On = SECURITY DEVICES input as “PHOTOCELL” (causes reversal during closing manoeuvre)

Switch 2 Off = STEP-BY-STEP input for “step-by-step” operation
On = STEP-BY-STEP input for “open” operation

Switch 3-4 Off Off = SECURITY DEVICES input with NC contact
On On = SECURITY DEVICES input with NO contact
Off On = SECURITY DEVICES input with constant resistance contact 8.2KΩ
On Off = not allowed

3.2) Programmable functions  

The control unit features 3 inputs that perform command and secu-
rity functions. A four-contact dip-switch allows certain functions to
be personalised in order to make the system more suitable to users’
requirements.

Warning: Certain programmable functions are linked to
security features; evaluate them carefully also based on the
required security level.

Switch 1:
off = the SECURITY DEVICES input operates as a STOP input: without an enable signal, the movement is prevented and if the motor 

is already running a brief reversal is activated.
on = the SECURITY DEVICES input operates as a PHOTOCELL input: in the absence of an enable signal only the opening manoeuvre 

can be carried out. If the enable signal fails during the closing manoeuvre, a reversal and opening manoeuvre is carried out

Switch 2:
off = the STEP-BY-STEP input operates in “step-by-step” mode: each command activates the open-stop-close-stop sequence.
on = the STEP-BY-STEP input operates in “open” mode: each command activates the open-stop-open-stop sequence.

This setting is useful if the input is used in conjunction with the CLOSE input and a selector switch enabling the independent 
activation of the opening and closing manoeuvres.

Switch 3-4: Used to select the type of contact that must exist between the common input and the SECURITY DEVICES input to enable the manoeuvre.
off-off = security devices with NC contacts
on-on = security devices with NO contacts
off-on = security devices with constant resistance 8.2 KΩ
on-off = not allowed

3.3) Description of functions

Here is a brief description of the control unit’s functions and behaviour based on the programmed settings.
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A01  N°1 A01  N°2 A01  N°3 A01  N°4
Key 1 STEP-BY-STEP
Key 2 STEP-BY-STEP
Key 3 STEP-BY-STEP
Key 4 STEP-BY-STEP

A01  N°1 A01  N°2
Key 1 OPEN
Key 2 CLOSE
Key 3 OPEN
Key 4 CLOSE

Either one of two modes can be used to memorize the transmitters:

mode I 
In this mode, the function of the transmitter keys is fixed: key 1 com-
mands the opening manoeuvre, key 2 commands a stop, key 3 com-
mands the closing manoeuvre, and key 4 commands a stop. A single
memorization stage is carried out for each transmitter; during this
stage it does not matter which key is pressed, and only one space is
occupied in the memory.

To proceed with the memorization of the transmitters refer to the following tables:

1 “radio led” flash FLO type transmitters memorized
2 “radio led” flashes FLOR type transmitters memorized 
3 “radio led” flashes SMILO type transmitters memorized
5 “radio led” flashes Empty memory (no memorized transmitter)

Key 1 OPEN
Key 2 STOP
Key 3 CLOSE
Key 4 STOP

3.4) Memorizing the transmitters 

The control unit recognizes various types of transmitters (see table
A1); as the coding system is different, the first transmitter memorized
determines the type of those that may be memorized afterwards. If
you wish to change the type of transmitter, first you need to erase all
the codes already stored in the memory.

The transmitters can be memorized directly through the T2 key on
the card (this is necessary for the first transmitter), or using the
remote memorization technique if the first transmitter code has
already been stored.

You can check what type of transmitters are memorized in the con-
trol unit to see what type of transmitters can be added. To do this,
check how many times the “radio LED” flashes when the control unit
is switched on

Mode II
In this mode each transmitter key can be associated with one of the four commands available: “step-by-step”, “open”, “close”, “stop”.
In this case each transmitter command to be activated must be memorized by pressing the desired key. Only one command can be asso-
ciated with a key, whereas the same command can be activated using different keys. One space for each memorized key is occupied in the
memory.

1. Press and hold down key T2 for at least 3 seconds
3s

2. When the “radio LED” lights up, release the key

3. Within 10 seconds, press any key on the transmitter to be memorized and hold it down
for at least 3 seconds 3s

Note: If the memorization procedure has been successful the “radio LED” will flash three times If you need to memorize additional transmitters,
repeat step 3 within the next 10 seconds.The memorization procedure will be terminated if no new codes are received within 10 seconds.

Table “A3” memorization mode I Example

1. Press and release the T2 key as many times as the number corresponding to the desired
function: 1 = “step-by-step”  2 = “open”  3 = “close”  4 = “stop”

2. Make sure that the “radio LED” flashes as many times as the number corresponding to
the desired function

3. Within 10 seconds press the transmitter key you wish to memorize and hold it down for at
least 3 seconds 3s

Nota: If the memorization procedure has been successful the “radio LED” will flash slowly three times. If you need to memorize additional transmitters,
repeat step 3 within the next 10 seconds. The memorization procedure will be terminated if no new codes are received within 10 seconds

Table “A4” memorization mode II Example

Checking what type of transmitters are memorized

Example  memorization mode I

Example I memorization mode II Example II  memorization mode II
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3.5) Remote memorization 

It is possible to enter a new transmitter in the memory of the control
unit without using the T2 programming key directly. There must be a
transmitter already memorized and operating. The new transmitter will
“inherit” the characteristics of the previously memorized one.
Therefore, if the first transmitter was memorized in mode I, also the
new one must be memorized in mode I, and you can use any of the
transmitter keys. If the first transmitter was memorized in mode II, also
the new one must be memorized in mode II; in this case you must pay 

attention to the keys you use on the 2 transmitters, since the key that
you use on the new transmitter will perform the same function as the
key pressed on the old transmitter. Before proceeding with the mem-
orization operations you must read all the instructions and then per-
form all the operations one after the other without interruptions. Hold-
ing the two transmitters, the NEW one to be memorized and the OLD
one already memorized, stand within the operating range of the
remote controls and carry out the steps described in the table below.

3.6) Erasing from the memory

You can erase the memorized transmitter codes or the entire memory by restoring the control unit’s factory settings. When all the transmit-
ters have been erased, it is also possible to modify the type of transmitters that can be used.

To erase all the data contained in the memory follow the procedure described below:

1. Checking the direction of rotation
In some cases, the behaviour of the safety/security features depends on the direction of the manoeuvre. It is therefore important to make sure
that the motor is connected properly.
• Give a movement command using the CLOSE input  (terminal 12) and make sure that the automated device  moves in the closing direction.

If it moves in the opening direction, disconnect the power supply to the control unit and exchange the motor cables connected to terminals 1 and 3. 

2. Checking the duration of manoeuvres
For a closing manoeuvre to be enabled, the input for the SECURITY DEVICES must give an OK signal, which is indicated by the lighting of the
corresponding LED.
• Starting from a fully open condition, give a closing command. A few seconds  after the completion of the manoeuvre, make sure that the clos-

ing relay opens.
• Give the command for an opening manoeuvre and make sure that the opening relay opens a few seconds after the completion of the manoeuvre.

If the control unit’s working times are not satisfactory, re-program the working time as described in chapter 3.1 “Programming the working
time”.

1. Press the key on the NEW transmitter for at least 5 seconds, then release it
5s 

2. Press the key on the OLD transmitter 3 times, slowly
1s 1s 1s

3. Press the key on the NEW transmitter once, slowly, then release it
X1

Note: If there are other transmitters that need to be memorized, repeat all the steps described above for each new transmitter 

Table “A5” Remote memorization Example

1. Press and hold down key T2 on the control unit

2. While holding down key T2, wait for the “radio LED” to light up, then wait until it goes off
and then starts flashing

3. Release the key exactly at the third flash if you only wish to erase the transmitters, or
exactly at the fifth flash in order to erase the entire memory X3/X5  

Note: During the erasing procedure the “radio LED” will flash rapidly: 5 flashes will signal that the procedure has been completed. The dele-
tion of all the data from the memory will also modify any programmed settings (working time, TTBUS address,….) and restore the control unit
to the factory settings

Table “A6” Erasing the memory Example

When the connections have been made and all the programming
operations completed you can proceed to test the system.

WARNING The testing procedure must be performed by
qualified and experienced personnel, who must determine
which tests are necessary based on actual risks.

The testing procedure is the most important aspect of the entire
automation system set-up. Each single component, such as motor,
emergency stop device, photocells etc., may require a specific testing

procedure. We recommend that you follow the procedures described
in the relevant instruction manuals.

Particular attention must be dedicated to the installation of the motor,
which must be equipped with electrical/mechanical limit switches
designed to restrict its range of movement to the established travel
limits. The motor limit switches must be adjusted before proceeding
with the test.
The behaviour of the control unit depends also on the programmed
functions. To test the system, proceed as described below.

4) Testing
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5) Optional accessories

The Mindy A01 control unit features a connector for connection to the
SMU programmer. The programmer can be used to enter, erase,
search for and copy the transmitter codes. Refer to the SMU pro-
grammer instructions for detailed information on how to use it.

Warning: the SMU programmer only enables the man-
agement of the radio control codes. The “read” and “write”
functions alone can read and copy the entire contents of
the memory of the control unit, therefore also the parame-
ters and configurations (working time, TTBUS address…).
When using these commands make sure that they are per-
formed on compatible products.

3. Testing the operation of the inputs
• Make sure that a command on terminal 11 (STEP BY STEP)

- effects the following sequence: open-stop-close-stop (if dip-switch 2 is OFF)
- effects the following sequence: open-stop-open-stop (if dip-switch 2 is ON) 

• Make sure that a command on terminal 12 (CLOSE) always effects the sequence: close-stop-close-stop.

4. Testing the operation of the safety/security devices (if connected)
• Initiate a closing manoeuvre and make sure that, during the manoeuvre, the triggering of a device connected to input 10  (SECURITY DEVICES):

- causes the immediate stopping of the movement with a brief reverse run (if dip-switch 1 is OFF)
- causes the stopping and reversal of the manoeuvre (if dip-switch 1 is ON)

• Initiate an opening manoeuvre and make sure that, during the manoeuvre, the triggering of a device connected to input 10 (SECURITY DEVICES):
- causes the immediate stopping of the movement with a brief reverse run (if dip-switch 1 is OFF)
- has no effect (if dip-switch 1 is ON)

5. Testing the impact forces (if required by the type of automation system)
• Conduct the tests for the determination of the “impact forces” as provided by EN standard 12445

6) What to do if…

The manoeuvre does not start even by operating the T1
key on the card.
Make sure that the card is properly powered and that the fuse is not
blown. Between terminals 6 and 7 there must be mains voltage and
between terminals 8 and 9 you must read a continuous voltage of
approx. 24 Vdc.

You are unable to activate any manoeuvre and the LED for
the SECURITY DEVICES flashes rapidly.
A short circuit and/or overload has probably occurred on the ser-
vices outputs. The control unit is equipped with an automatic reset
fuse; try disconnecting the power supply then wait a few seconds
before reconnecting.

The power supply voltages are correct, yet the manoeuvre
will not start.
The security devices input (STOP and PHOTOCELL) must give its
consent to the manoeuvre for it to be activated: make sure that the
LED corresponding to the SECURITY DEVICES input is on.

Make sure that dip-switches 3-4 correspond to the type of input
used. If the input is resistive type, the voltage reading between ter-
minals 8 and 10 must range from 6Vdc to 18Vdc. 

You are unable to memorize a new transmitter.
Make sure that the type of transmitter is compatible with those
already stored in the memory. Switch the control unit off and then
back on, and check the flashing of the “radio LED” to see what type
of transmitters are already memorized.  

The type of transmitter to be memorized is correct, but
you are unable to memorize it.
Make sure that the card’s receiving circuit operates properly: use a
functioning transmitter. If the control unit correctly receives a radio
code which is not, however, stored in the memory, it signals this con-
dition with a flash of the “radio LED”.
If you have already memorized the maximum number of transmitters
(254), this event is signalled by 6 flashes.

7) Technical characteristics

Electronic control unit
Power supply: : 230 Vac 50/60 Hz or 120Vac 50/60Hz depending on the version (see value on label)
Maximum motor power : 600W for 230 Vac version; 400W for 120 Vac version
Command signal voltage : approx. 24Vdc
Services (terminals 8-9) : voltage 24Vdc ±30%; max current 50mA
Security input : in the constant resistance configuration it must be 8.2KΩ ± 25%Ω
Operating temperature : -20 ÷ 50 °C
Dimensions / weight : 
IP protection class : 

Radio receiver
Frequency  : 433.92 MHz
Coding : FLO (fixed code), FLOR (rolling code) SMILO (rolling code)

Nice S.p.a reserves the right to modify its products at any time.

Electronic control unit

Power supply:  230 Vac 50/60 Hz or 120Vac 50/60Hz depending on the version (see value on label)

Maximum motor power:  950 W

Command signal voltage: approx. 24Vdc

Services (terminals 8-9):  voltage 24Vdc ±30%; max current 50mA

Operating temperature: -20 ÷ 50 °C

Dimensions / weight:  128,5 x 112 x 44 mm 350 gr

IP protection class: 44

N. manoeuvres per day: 20; 10 non-consecutive under maximum load

Radio receiver 

Frequency:  433.92 MHz

Coding: FLO (fixed code), FLOR (rolling code) SMILO (rolling code)

Nice S.p.a reserves the right to modify its products at any time it deems necessary.



CE declaration of conformity

Declaration in accordance with Directive 1999/5/EC

Note - The content of this declaration corresponds to that specified in the official document deposited at the Nice S.p.A. headquarters 
and, in particular, to the latest revised edition available prior to the publishing of this manual. The text herein has been re-edited for editorial 
purposes. A copy of the original declaration can be requested from Nice S.p.A. (TV) - Italy

Number: 153/A01 Revision: 8 Language: EN

Manufacturer’s Name:  Nice S.p.A.
Address:  Via Pezza Alta 13, 31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV) Italy
Person authorised to compile 

the technical documentation:  Nice S.p.A.
Type of product:  Control unit for 1 230V AC motor for automated shutters 
Model:   A01
Accessories: Radio transmitter models FLO, FLOR, Smilo

The undersigned, Mauro Sordini, as Chief Executive Officer, hereby declares under his own responsibility that the aforementioned products 
conform to the essential requirements set forth in Article 3 of the following European directive, for the products’ intended use:

q�#(1$"3(5$��������$"�.%�3'$�$41./$ -�/ 1+( ,$-3� -#�.%�3'$�".4-"(+�NE� ��,@QBG������NM� Q@CHN� DPTHOLDMS� @MC�
telecommunications terminal equipment and the mutual recognition of their conformity, in accordance with the following harmonised 
standards:
��'D@KSG�@MC�R@EDSX�� QS������@����$-�����������
- Electrical safety (Art. 3(1)(a)): EN 60950-1:2006+A11:2009+A12:2011+A1:2010+A2:2013
- Electromagnetic compatibility (Art. 3(1)(b)): EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2:2011, EN 301 489-3 V1.6.1:2013
- Radio spectrum (Art. 3(3)): EN 300 220-2 V2.4.1:2012

Oderzo, 19 May 2014
             Mr. Mauro Sordini 
                        (Chief Executive Officer)

Dichiarazione CE di conformità

Dichiarazione in accordo alla Direttiva 1999/5/CE

Nota - Il contenuto di questa dichiarazione corrisponde a quanto dichiarato nel documento ufficiale depositato presso la sede di Nice 
S.p.a., e in particolare, alla sua ultima revisione disponibile prima della stampa di questo manuale. Il testo qui presente è stato riadattato 
per motivi editoriali. Copia della dichiarazione originale può essere richiesta a Nice S.p.a. (TV) I.

Numero: 153/A01 Revisione: 8 Lingua: IT

Nome produttore:  Nice s.p.a.
Indirizzo:  Via Pezza Alta N°13, 31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV) Italy
Persona autorizzata a costituire 

la documentazione tecnica:  Nice s.p.a.
Indirizzo:  Via Pezza Alta N°13, 31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV) Italy
Tipo di prodotto:  Centrale di comando a 1 motore 230Va.c. per serrande 
Modello:   A01
Accessori: Trasmettitore radio mod. FLO, FLOR, Smilo

Il sottoscritto Mauro Sordini in qualità di Amministratore Delegato, dichiara sotto la propria responsabilità che il prodotto sopra indicato 
risulta conforme ai requisiti essenziali richiesti dall’articolo 3 della seguente direttiva comunitaria, per l’uso al quale i prodotti sono destinati:

q�#HQDSSHU@��������"$�#$+�/ 1+ ,$-3.�$41./$.�$�#$+�".-2(&+(.�CDK���L@QYN������QHFT@QC@MSD�KD�@OO@QDBBGH@STQD�Q@CHN�D�KD�@OO@-
recchiature terminali di comunicazione e il reciproco riconoscimento della loro conformità, secondo le seguenti norme armonizzate:
��/QNSDYHNMD�CDKK@�R@KTSD��@QS������@����$-�����������
- Sicurezza elettrica (art. 3(1)(a)): EN 60950-1:2006+A11:2009+A12:2011+A1:2010+A2:2013
- Compatibilità elettromagnetica (art. 3(1)(b)): EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2:2011, EN 301 489-3 V1.6.1:2013
- Spettro radio (art. 3(3)): EN 300 220-2 V2.4.1:2012

Oderzo, 19 maggio 2014
             Ing. Mauro Sordini 
                      (Amministratore Delegato)
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